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 Return of the Sign to the Body:
 Benjamin and Gesture in the

 Age of Retheatricalization

 Carrie Asman

 It has to do with the processing [of
 experience], which is perhaps best
 conveyed by the proverb if it is
 understood as an ideogram of a story.
 Proverbs, one could say, are ruins
 standing on the site of old stories and
 in which a moral entwines itself

 around a gestus, like ivy around
 crumbling masonry.

 - Walter Benjamin, "The
 Storyteller"

 We are dead

 the making of a grimace is left behind
 nothing else
 A movement of the hand

 The startled head

 - Thomas Bernhard, Minetti

 For Walter Benjamin to work on two such contradictory authors
 as Brecht and Kafka in the early thirties was certainly no coinci-
 dence. Benjamin's fascination for Brecht and Kafka stemmed pri-
 marily from his interest in gesture. Largely a response to the
 language crisis around the turn of the century, the focus on
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 gesture functioned as critique of the belief in a one-to-one corre-
 spondence between referent and its representation inherent also
 to naturalist drama. While the interest in gesture was symptomatic
 of a general "retheatricalization" of the arts and the social sci-
 ences in the early decades of this century, its fetishization was to
 become a key component of the cultic element of the avant-
 garde.1

 With the turn to gesture not only did Benjamin build a
 bridge between Brecht and Kafka, he transformed Brecht's "criti-
 cal gesture" into a practice of "gestural criticism." That practice
 encompassed both the substantive focus on gesture and a distanc-
 ing criticism which was gestural in that it made a text transparent,
 not by taking it apart or breaking it down analytically, but by
 juxtaposing it with another, allowing the sense to evolve between
 the two within a process of cross-illumination.2

 Among the traces of "gestural criticism" linking Benjamin's
 early and later work is the one mentioned in a conversation with
 Brecht during his stay in Svendborg in 1938. Here Benjamin
 conceded that it was the performative nature of an accidental
 alienation effect which he had noticed in the Geneva production
 of El Cid in 1916 that had given him the impetus ( Anstoß ) to write
 the work on German tragic drama ten years later (see Versuche
 129). Reference is made here to the gestus of the oblique diagonal
 slant of the king's skewed crown, which, having slipped from a
 horizontal to a diagonal position, marked an imbalance of power.3
 If agonistic confrontation had been the stuff of ancient tragedy,
 the gestus of the skewed crown in this Spanish tragic drama dem-
 onstrated for Benjamin that what had formerly been a confronta-
 tion between powers was now a battle fought as much from within
 as from without.4 The tilt of the Spanish ruler's crown led Ben-
 jamin to recognize that the sovereign owed his melancholy nature
 to his conflicting roles as tyrant and martyr. This was to become a
 central thesis in the work on German tragic drama (see GS 1.1:
 249).

 Although Kafka had been the source of the friendly dispute
 between Benjamin and Brecht in Svendborg, Brecht remained
 nonetheless a constant if unnamed presence in Benjamin's essays
 on Kafka. Brecht's criticism that Benjamin's essay on Kafka did
 more to obscure than illumine his work was all the more painful
 for Benjamin, who had probably hoped that Brecht would dis-
 cover the productivity of his own concepts in a different medium.
 This assumption is not unfounded considering that gestus and
 displacement are at the heart of Benjamin's essay on Kafka. Ben-
 jamin writes about the final chapter of Kafka's America :
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 One of the most significant functions of the natural theater is the
 dissolution of the action into gesture. One could even go so far
 as to say that a whole row of Kafka's smaller studies and stories
 first come to light by transferring them as acts to the natural
 theater of Oklahoma. Only then can one see with certainty, that
 Kafka's entire work represents a codex of gestures, which have
 no definite symbolic meaning for their author, but one which is
 approached by continuous new relationships and trial arrange-
 ments.5

 Rather than reinforce a set symbolic order, the codex of gestures
 to which Benjamin refers is constantly engaged in the process of
 displacing ( Entstellung ) and reconfiguring its parts. Nevertheless,
 the two essays on Brechťs epic theater from 1929 and 1939 re-
 main Benjamin's first systematic consideration of gestus .6

 I. Benjamin and Brecht: Between the Mimetic and the Semiotic

 According to Brecht in his brief essay on blank verse, gestus
 was not to be exclusively limited to drama but to be understood as
 a precise technique for producing "gestic" language in prose and
 verse.7 For Brecht, gestus referred not so much to movements of
 the body as it did to a language whose specific function was to
 provide a mimetic medium for the presentation of disharmonious
 processes ( Abläufe ) : "I made an effort to present certain interfer-
 ences, uneven developments in human fate, the back and forth of
 historical events and of 'coincidences.' The language had to cor-
 respond to them" (Brecht 79). Experimenting with this type of
 presentation, Brecht adapted Shakespeare's Edward II using the
 uneven verse of Schlegel and Tieck's translation rather than a
 smoother normalized modern rendition. The syncopated lan-
 guage of the older more literal translation came closer to produc-
 ing the breathlessness of the runner, thus revealing the contradic-
 tory feelings of the speaker.
 The capacity for "gestic" language to present (rather than

 imitate or represent) disharmonious processes is linked to its
 dialectical and its performative nature described by Benjamin in
 his study of Brechťs epic theater. Responding to the realist claims
 of naturalist drama and prose, gestic language, like epic theater,
 did more than reproduce an unreflected copy or imitation of an
 external thing or event. Its primary intention according to Ben-
 jamin was to present the process of producing the imitation and,
 in so doing, to allow the content of the imitated to present itself
 critically. In the essay on epic theater he wrote "that imitated
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 gestures are not worth anything, unless it is precisely the gestural
 process that is at issue" (GS 2.3: 1381).
 Benjamin considered this gestural process dialectical be-

 cause it is simultaneously both sign and action, that is, closed and
 open form. The gesture is closed in as much as it is fragmented or
 interrupted linear movement, an action which is arrested or
 brought to a standstill. At the same time the gesture suggests a
 completed movement or action which it simultaneously inter-
 rupts. The gesture oscillates between movement and frozen sign,
 between the mimetic and the semiotic, which constitute the two

 poles of Benjamin's language philosophy. By overstepping word
 and sign, the gesture returns to the body, the place of its production.

 The discussion of Brechťs gestus runs the risk of gaining an
 abstract concept of social attitudes at the price of losing sight of
 its physical groundedness in the place and the process of its
 production.8 That place of production for Benjamin is first and
 foremost the body - the intermediary field which mediates be-
 tween the polarized centers of the human mimetic capacity, sight
 and speech: "Out of these conditions would evolve a polarity
 between the centers of the human mimetic capacity. It shifts from
 the eye to the lip, taking a detour across the entire body. This
 process would include the transcendence of myth" (GS 2.3: 958).
 And in the fragment "Wahrnehmung und Leib" (Perception and
 Body) Benjamin writes that there is a history of perception that is
 finally a history of myth ( GS 6: 67) .

 Thus defined, gesture is part of a development in the human
 mimetic capacity which is not an absolute, but a sensuous capacity
 that changes over time and one which includes a specific telos:
 the transcendence of myth. For Benjamin the enlightenment pro-
 cess is not primarily a rational one, but rather one that is physi-
 cally linked to the body in a very concrete way. The critical dis-
 tancing of the body and the subject from its inherited forms -
 gestures, rituals, and roles - isolates the forms for which it has
 unconsciously and consciously served as medium since the begin-
 ning. Benjamin links the development of the perception and
 production of similarity to children at play, that is primarily filled
 with imitating the puzzling gestures and roles of adults around
 them. This play either remains the unconscious repetition of
 attitudes that are carried over into adult life, or it becomes the

 practice ground for the gradual self-reflection of social gestures.
 The other area active in the perception and production of

 similarity which Benjamin describes is language. The movement
 between the mimetic and semiotic converges in a developmental
 process that is nonetheless dependent on human agency. Ben-
 jamin understands the gestus as a momentary recoupling of the
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 semiotic with the mimetic, out of which a connection between
 body and sign is suddenly evoked through human perception:

 Like that of writing, this [mimetic] side of language does not
 move along next to the semiotic one without connection. On
 the contrary, everything mimetic in language can only appear
 attached like a flame to some sort of carrier [Träger]. This
 carrier is the semiotic. Thus the constitution of the meaning
 of words or sentences is the carrier with which similarity sud-
 denly makes an appearance. For the production of similarity
 by human beings - just like its perception - is tied in many
 and in important cases to a flash. It rushes by. It is not im-
 probable that the speed of writing and reading heightens the
 merging of the semiotic in the area of language. (GS 2.3: 954)

 II. The Performative Nature of Gestus

 Just as Benjamin recognized the performative nature of the
 gestus of disempowerment in the skewed crown of El Cid , a similar
 gestus is invoked in his re-telling of Herodoťs historical account of
 Psammenitus. Here the gestus does not assign a preconceived
 cause or meaning to events, but points rather to the occasion
 (Anlaß) which brings them together in a collision (Anstoß) which
 gives off its own impetus through this productive juxtaposition.
 Benjamin offers an example of the performative nature of the
 gestural coupling of sign and body in his presentation of
 Herodoťs account of Psammenitus, which he uses as instructive
 model for (hi) storytelling in his essay on storytelling (GS 2.2: 445-
 46). Benjamin notes that the delayed gestures of the captured
 Egyptian king are just as implausible to readers today as they were
 to the Persian King Cambyses.

 Much to the surprise and consternation of his Persian captor
 and rival Cambyses, who was unsuccessful in his efforts to publicly
 humiliate the former Egyptian king, Psammenitus showed no vis-
 ible signs of grief at the spectacle of his enslaved children en-
 gaged in menial tasks for the new ruler. Oddly enough, it was the
 sight of one of his old impoverished servants that finally brought
 Psammenitus to vent his grief, striking his head with his fists in a
 display of deepest mourning.

 Posing as storyteller, Benjamin changes his account from the
 Greek and all later versions in one significant detail: in these
 faithful translations the figure who unleashed the response was a
 guest and not a servant at the table of Psammenitus. By changing
 identity and status from a free to an indentured one, Benjamin
 emphasizes the theme of disempowerment twofold. Since daughter
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 and son retain their ties to their father whether or not he is the

 ruler, the shift in power between the two kings does not affect the
 authority of kinship in the family relation. It does affect the rela-
 tion between servant and master who is confronted at this mo-

 ment with his own replaceability.
 Over the centuries the delayed affective response of

 Psammenitus has never ceased to be a cause for puzzlement and
 speculation for the readers of Herodotus. Yet, as Benjamin points
 out, it is precisely the lack of apparent cause and explanation
 which has kept this (hi) story in circulation. In a remote place of
 his work entitled Thought Images { Denkbilder ) , hidden in a note to
 the thought-image "Little Works of Art," Benjamin offers an ex-
 planation for Psammenitus' s delayed gesture of mourning by way
 of an anecdote about Proust:

 The pain prefers to subside on an occasion [Anlaß] , which is
 lesser than its cause. It is a big lid on a small pot. Or it even
 avoids the cause in favor of the impetus [Anstoß]. Thus the
 gesture of bending to untie his shoes was the impetus which
 brought the first tears to Proust's eyes after the death of his
 beloved grandmother. (GS 4.2: 1011)

 Here, however, it was not the event itself or the occasion on which
 he learned of his grandmother's death, but the unexpected ges-
 ture of bending to tie his shoes which finally gave Proust the
 impetus to express his mourning.

 More important perhaps than the themes of disem-
 powerment and bereavement common to these two gestural
 tableaux, is the attention Benjamin draws to the nature of the
 gestus itself. It is not the mere listing of events with their causes
 that constitutes the red thread of (hi) storytelling, but their ar-
 rangement as gestus, which has the greater potential to set things
 into motion by subverting our attention away from their cause
 ( Ursache ) and directing it instead toward their occasion {Anlaß)
 and impetus {Anstoß). Impetus refers to the performative nature
 of the gestus, that is, to its ability to elicit or motivate other or
 further action, whereas occasion refers to its coincidental mo-
 ment, bringing disparate elements together as if by accident.

 Unlike most readers and writers of histories who until re-

 cently would still use the impetus as a means of returning to the
 cause, Benjamin explores the performative potential of its dis-
 placement which rests in the capacity of the gestus not only to
 initiate and represent action, but also to draw attention to it by
 interrupting and retarding it. ît is the dual capacity of the gestus
 both to produce and to represent action which purely semiotic the-
 ories of representation fail to take into account. By stressing the
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 moment and the process of its own production, the gestus is able
 to set back into motion that which is arrested by the static immo-
 bility of the sign or the tableau.
 One final example illustrating Benjamin's concept of gestus

 can be found in Goethe's Wahlverwandtschaften , the topic of an
 essay of the same title written in 1923. Not far afield in function
 from the skewed crown of El Cid, the delayed response of
 Psammenitus or the image of Proust bending to untie his shoes, is
 the gestus from Ottilie 's history lesson of the deposed Charles I,
 who, bereft of loyal subjects and servants, has stooped to retrieve
 the golden knob which had fallen from his scepter. This image of
 the disenthroned magistrate, bending in a gesture of humiliation
 to retrieve the "fallen" ornamental knob was such a painful his-
 tory lesson for Ottilie, that she was unable from that moment on
 to see something fall from someone's hand without bending to
 pick it up.
 Yet one wonders how the gestural display of public humilia-

 tion and disempowerment of a major male historical figure could
 have the performative capacity to compel Ottilie to imitate it in
 private life? Why should this history lesson have left its mark when
 all others had failed? Unlike the examples Benjamin takes from
 Herodot, El Cid , or Proust, Goethe provides us with both the gestus
 and its effect. Ottilie is able to describe the occasion which first

 brought her to do what she does, even though her speech is
 disjointed and she carefully avoids describing the "cause": "It
 seemed so painful to me that from that moment, whether appro-
 priate or not, I am unable to see anything fall from anyone's
 hands without stooping for it. But since this is often unseemly. . .
 and I can't always give my reason, I'll try to refrain in the future"
 (Goethe 284-85).

 Trained to look for a cause, the reader may be tempted to
 speculate about the source of Ottilie's pain; is it motivated by the
 fear of falling objects, the fear of loss, the loss of appearances, or
 is it fear in the face of dismantled power which elicits her compul-
 sive desire to put everything aright? One might speculate further
 that this gestus was Goethe's conservative poetic response to the
 hopelessness of the French Revolution. Changing the outer struc-
 tures still does not reverse the internalization of the forms that

 produced them.
 These forms derive their power from their capacity to trigger

 an unreflected mimetic response. Objectified in the gestures of
 Ottilie, the performative effect of the gestus of Charles I represents
 the intermediate stage in Ottilie's progressive development from
 inarticulateness to speechlessness, culminating in her death at the
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 end of the novel. Her refusal to speak could function as a defiant
 interruptive gesture if it did more to resist than to reinforce the
 mythic-moral and social order threatened by her desire.

 That the reinforcement of that order is at work is made clear

 by two other critical gestures before and after the tableau of
 Charles I revealing Ottilie's heightened mimetic capacity and her
 selfless submission ( Ent-sag-ufig ) to gendered authority. In all
 three cases the mimetic movement is from eye to hand. The first
 sign of her "affinity" for Edqard, lover and adoptive father, is
 articulated in her mimetic capacity to render a perfect imitation
 of his handwriting, a mimetic talent which had endeared her to
 him in the first place. From the start, Ottilie's affinity was not an
 elective one, which would imply choice and control. Rather than
 providing a medium of self-expression, her body and its gestures
 offer a surface for the inscription of the male imago who sees the
 Other only as much as he sees himself.

 Following her compulsion to stoop for fallen objects,
 Ottilie's third and ultimate gesture of "inexpressible" submission
 culminates in a gestus of devotion shortly before her death, a pose
 in which she presses the palms of her hands together as she draws
 them back to her bowed chest in silence. As poetic figure Ottilie
 falls pointedly short of the goal set by Benjamin's mimetic model
 calling for the transcendence of myth. Following the three-part
 movement from eye to body to mouth, Ottilie remains on the
 threshold between body and language. The signs of the mythic
 order remain inscribed on a body which can only enter the realm
 of the symbolic as corpse. In the absence of an account, Ottilie's
 gestures of subservience function much like the ideogrammatic
 proverbs which Benjamin describes in the storyteller essay. They
 are the "ruins standing on the site of old stories and in which a
 moral entwines itself around a gestus like ivy around crumbling
 masonry" (GS 2.2: 464).

 Ш. From Hofmannsthal's Critique of Language to Kafka's Gesture

 Benjamin observed that Kafka's work begins where Hof-
 mannsthal left off.9 He saw Kafka's work as the continuation of an

 antiromantic project in which gesture functions as corrective for
 the inadequacy of a language, which can no longer be seen as
 means to the translinguistic unity of all things. In a letter to
 Adorno, Benjamin addresses the difference in Kafka's and Hof-
 mannsthal's reaction to the problem of muteness ( Sprachlosigkeit ):
 "His [Hofmannsthal's] muteness was a kind of punishment. The
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 language from which Hofmannsthal withdrew himself, might have
 been the one which was given to Kafka at the same time. For
 Kafka took up the challenge, which Hofmannsthal failed morally
 and therefore poetically..." ( Briefe 852). This reference to
 Hofmannsthal's withdrawal from language could apply to any
 number of Hofmannsthal's works. Most prominent in this regard
 are the modern tragic drama Der Turm ( The Tower) and Ein Breif
 (A Letter), the fictional letter of 1902 from Lord Chandos to
 Francis Bacon, dated 1603. In A Letter Chandos moves through
 various stages of mimetic behavior ranging from the extreme
 romantic identification of the subject with the object of his desire
 to the other extreme of alienation in which subject and object are
 irreconcilably polarized. Still engaged in an intense identification
 with mythological figures, the mode of identification which
 Hofmannsthal ascribes to Chandos follows closely along
 Benjamin's mimetic trajectory in its shift from eye to body to lips:

 I wanted to elucidate the fables and mythological tales.... As
 the hunted stag strains toward water, so did I yearn to cast
 myself into those naked, radiant bodies, those sirens and
 dryads, Narcissus and Proteus, Perseus and Acteon; I wanted
 to disappear in them and to speak forth from them in
 tongues. (Ein Brief 41-42)

 However, at this stage of identification the development of the
 mimetic capacity has not moved beyond myth, it is still fully
 shaped by it. From Hofmannsthal's Chandos, we learn that to
 move beyond myth is to withdraw from language altogether since
 language suffices neither as a means of identification nor as a
 means of poetic production. Hofmannsthal demonstrates this de-
 velopment by presenting a series of critical gestures which merely
 simulate a romantic attitude toward nature.

 In a letter to Benjamin on the same topic of muteness,
 Adorno wrote: "If one were to look for the principles of gesture,
 one should not look to the Chinese theater but to 'modernity' in
 the withering away of language. The creature from whom the
 words of things have been taken is set free in Kafka's gestures"
 (Benjamin, GS 2.3: 1177).

 In his two reviews of Hofmannsthal's The Tower written in

 1926 and 1928, Benjamin reformulated his theory of tragedy and
 tragic drama (GS 3: 29-33; 98-101). There the polarization of body
 (Leib) and language is a central problem linking tragic drama and
 modernity. Benjamin describes the muteness of the main charac-
 ter Siegismund as a resistance to speech, demonstrating the mod-
 ern triumph (Sieg) of body over language (Mund).
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 IV. Return to the Body:
 Kafka's Displacement as Gestural Form of Estrangement

 For Kafka the gesture functioned as a means of physically
 reconnecting word, image, and action; it is a means of bypassing
 written and spoken signs by linking expression back to the site of
 its alienation - the body. The sign is brought back to the place
 where it is recoupled with the mimetic point of its production.
 Benjamin's rediscovery of central Brechtian concepts - gestus ,
 scenic image (tableau) and alienation ( Verfremdung ) in Kafka's
 work were redefined in terms of gesture and dis-place-ment ( Ent -
 Stell-ung), which lent special emphasis to its spatial dimension.
 During his talks with Brecht in Svendborg on Kafka's "The

 Next Village," Benjamin developed the idea that writing and trav-
 eling are both similar gestures of displacement which have to do
 with spatial distance from the self and the body. Remembrance is
 not a temporal concept but a spatial one where the body and the
 point of origin coincide at the place where writer and rider de-
 cided to depart:

 ... the true measure of life is remembrance. It runs through
 life looking back in a flash. As fast as turning a few pages, at
 the next village it has reached the place where the rider made
 the decision to leave. Whoever has transformed their life into

 writing, like the ancient ones, need only to read this writing
 backwards. Only thus can they meet themselves, and only
 thus - by fleeing from the present - are they able to under-
 stand it. ( Versuche 124)

 To return home - to the body, to the self - is to reverse the
 estranging externalizations of writing and traveling by riding/
 reading back(wards). Unlike Benjamin's reading of Kafka's rider/
 writer who could return home by reading what he had written
 "backwards," this option was not available to Ottilie whose ges-
 tural movements were locked into a text and a tableau by a compo-
 sition which had been written by a foreign hand. Brecht's gesture
 is to drama what Kafka's is to narrative, whereby the gestural
 " gegen-die-Musik-reden (described by Brecht in "Das Singen der
 Songs" in Schriften zum Theater) becomes for Kafka a gestural
 " gegen-die-Sprache-schreiben" Brecht's use of gestus is as central for
 the retheatricalization of naturalistic drama as theatricalization is

 to Kafka's narrative prose.
 To enter Kafka's world, the reader submits to a thorough

 process of defamiliarization which takes place on at least four
 different levels: the spatial, the physical, the temporal, and the
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 symbolic. Each level is represented to a greater or lesser degree in
 any given Kafka text which may be read with the help of this
 typology, where one type of displacement dominates in some and
 in others it does not.

 On the spatial plane, we find ourselves in a kaleidoscopic,
 yet not fantastic, realm where everything at first seems to be the
 same, but is just a little bit different. We are met with an endless
 maze of disparate yet systematically skewed tectonic structures -
 rooms, halls, corridors, labyrinthine passageways, towers, and walls
 - in which each part works against the erection of an architectural
 whole rather than helping it reach completion. This fate links the
 builders of the Great Wall of China with those of the Tower of
 Babel.

 On the physical plane, Kafka's work offers us a host of char-
 acters whose physiognomies are either determined by or are sub-
 jected to grotesque bodily disfigurations. Back and loin are pri-
 mary targets for physical distortion. Consider the many hunch-
 backs bowed toward the earth beneath their invisible burden, or
 Gregor Samsa, whose prone position determines his new spatial
 orientation, or the prisoner in the "Penal Colony," where orna-
 mental writing functions as instrument of power which allows the
 back to become text. The body, more precisely the back, becomes
 the transmitter and agent of foreign truths and signs which can
 only be read by others.

 And on the temporal plane, displacement is created through
 the sequencing of actional and narrational frames whose frag-
 mentary nature does not allow the narrative to develop along a
 linear continuum. Whereas a text is conventionally marked by a
 literal beginning or end, framing an action or an idea which is in
 some sense brought to a conclusion, Kafka successfully reverses
 this process. Gratification and expectational fulfillment are not
 his reader's rewards. The disruption of the epic sense of linear
 unfolding is graphically underscored through Kafka's dialectical
 use of the gesture, which, as fragment, suggests a forward motion
 which it simultaneously interrupts, thus suggesting an action
 which is never completed. We learn through Benjamin that for
 Kafka and Brecht it is the dialectical moment of the gesture which
 preserves its interruptive as well as its interpretative thrust, feed-
 ing the ambivalent capacity to be both fragment and whole simul-
 taneously.

 Typical gestures in Kafka's work include the figurai postur-
 ing of head (bowed, lowered), mouth (open, mute), and hand
 (clenched, flat, writing). Located on the symbolic plane, these ges-
 tures are at the heart of Kafka's tendency toward desymbolization.
 Gestures and words do not point to an exterior meaning, but to
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 themselves. Language is presented in terms of gesture, the ges-
 ture of mediation contained in writing as process and as product,
 that is, as written text.

 V. Forms of Retheatricalizadon

 While Benjamin's interest in gesture was largely responsible
 for his work on such contradictory authors as Brecht and Kafka,
 one wonders to what degree that interest was symptomatic of a
 more general trend. Further, what about the gesture that allowed
 it to so capture the global imagination of Europe's political and
 cultural avant-garde during the first decades of this century? For
 the interest in gesture was not limited to epic theater or to drama:
 it linked artists, writers, dramatists, language philosophers, film-
 makers, sociologists, and ethnographers alike.

 What about gesture could fascinate such distantly related
 figures as the Surrealist André Breton, a writer such as Kafka, or
 the musician Kurt Weill, whose orientation was so different from
 Brecht and Artaud?10 What linked theoretician and filmmaker

 Béla Balázs and Sergei Eisenstein with the language philosopher
 Lucien Lévy-Bruhl, he in turn with the child psychologist Jean
 Piaget, and Piaget with the ethnographer Marcel Mauss?11

 In his article on the "Problems for a Sociology of Language,"
 Benjamin describes the work of language theorists and sociolo-
 gists attempting to find a kinship between language and thought
 on the basis of a more fundamental gestural language (GS 3: 452-
 80). He perceives the new work by L.S. Wygotzki and Georg
 Schmidt-Rohr on the languages of earlier cultures as part of the
 modern colonialist tendency to perceive as progress the develop-
 ment from gestural language to spoken and written language,
 that is, from hand to sound, from sound to writing, which lead
 from animal to man. Against this Benjamin revaluates the gesture,
 emphasizing its primacy over sound in language development.

 The global interest in gesture documents a crosscultural
 retheatricalizing force affecting not only the dramatic arts, but
 also including the graphic arts (especially surrealism), language
 philosophy, and anthropology in its scope. The interest in Mauss's
 "Techniques of the Body" (1934) created a common orientation
 of a most heterogeneous group of artists, writers, ethnographers,
 dramatists, musicians, and language theorists. They converged in
 a practice engaged in the rendering of reality, society, or culture
 through precise observations of body parts and gestures from a
 detached and distanced perspective.12
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 This objective blatantly defied the concept of composition
 operative since Diderot's article of the same title:

 A well-composed picture [tableau] is an entirety enclosed within
 a single point of view in which the parts contribute to one and
 the same goal and by their mutual correspondence form an
 ensemble as real as that of the limbs in an animate body; so that a
 piece of painting consisting of many figures flung about at ran-
 dom, without proportion, without intelligence, and without
 unity, no more deserves the name true composition than scattered
 studies of a leg, an eye, a nose on the same sheet deserve the
 name portrait or even human figure. (Qtd. in Barthes 91-92)

 The dispersion of the body and the tableau presents itself as
 an important aspect of retheatricalization, whose decisive impetus
 came with the arrival of Japanese theater troups in the United
 States and Europe. No, Kabuki, Sada Yakko, and Hanako first
 came to San Francisco in 1899 and to Paris and Berlin around

 1900 and Moscow in 1928. Celebrated as cult piece throughout
 Europe, it was Sada Yakko' s 1928 performance in Moscow of
 Yashao ( The Maskmaker) that inspired Sergei Eisenstein to develop
 his concept of entmischtes Spielen. From this Eisenstein took the
 role of the dying daughter which is broken down into a series of
 solo presentations. Each bodily part is presented separately as the
 role of the leg, the role of the arm, the role of the neck and the
 head with a gradual shortening of each individual sequence as the
 tragic end draws near.

 Yet one wonders why Yashao came to be celebrated as a cult
 piece throughout Europe; why this performance in particular fell
 on such fertile ground and what could have been the basis for
 such widespread fascination. The very basis of the cultic element
 of the avant-garde could be seen as being grounded in the gesture
 which so easily lends itself to fetishization. In considering the
 source of the fascination for Yashao , a number of questions touch-
 ing on various aspects of gesture arise:

 1 ) Did the fascination with Far Eastern theater coincide with
 a shift from spoken language to gestural language? Can the mute-
 ness of gestural language be understood as a Lord Chandos re-
 sponse to the inadequacy of inherited forms of representation,
 unable to encompass the break in unity and identification, unable
 to accommodate the experience of multiplicity, fragmentation,
 the juxtaposition of the familiar with the unfamiliar?

 2) Was the novel separation of the actor from his/her role
 the source of fascination, or was the mere separation of the actors
 from one another to be understood as an allegory of drama that is
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 no longer centered on the interaction of players but the play
 between isolated, disconnected parts?13
 3) Or was it the fragmentation of the role which allowed the

 confusion between and the substitution of the part for the whole,
 the synecdochal shift allowing each body part to assume its own
 autonomous role?

 4) Or was the fragmentation of the body as such meant to
 discourage its use as totalizing figure of unity, enabling us to view
 the body as the sum of all its unrelated and disconnected parts?

 5) Was the performance of this particular subject, "the dying
 daughter," to be understood as the final act which the tradition of
 domestic tragedy and bourgeois tragic drama had been leading
 up to for centuries; a socially accepted ritual sacrifice which had
 found its estranged representation in the fetishizing lens of a
 much exoticized and mythologized Orient? An Orient, which,
 while pointing to the limitatiohs of the body, afforded the West-
 ern viewer the opportunity to view the body (culture) and its parts
 (norms: beauty, truth, and reality) from the outside as mere artifi-
 cial arrangements, susceptible to detached analysis and compari-
 son with other possible dispositions.

 6) Did the foreign body serve as mere alienation effect, a
 means of discovering the self, one's own body, one's own culture,
 functioning as metaphor like nature did for projections of the self
 in the nineteenth century? In short, is the body to the twentieth
 century as nature was to the nineteenth, a metaphor in which the
 self could articulate itself as Other?

 7) Or was the presentation of the fragmented body finally a
 critical response to the belief of the 19th century and the myth of
 one truth, one history, and one culture which understood itself to
 be moving in a linear fashion towards progress?

 VI. The I&olated Body

 The Yashao performance fragmented not only the body and
 the composition, more importantly from the standpoint of the-
 ater, it dispersed the tableau for which the body had functioned
 as unifying figure, at least since Diderot. In his essay "Diderot,
 Brecht, Eisenstein," Roland Barthes would use the fetish to ex-
 plain the new-found interest in the body and gesture. There he
 cites Diderot as the "first theoretician of a dialectic of desire"

 responsible for transferring the fetish-character from the compo-
 sition to the body: "Here the body is intentionally introduced into
 the notion of the tableau, but the whole body, the organs,
 grouped and oriented by the projection, function in the name of
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 a transcendence, that of the figure which receives the entire fetish
 responsibility and becomes the sublime substitute for meaning" (92).
 The speculative readings of the "Maskmaker" place the phe-

 nomenon of "retheatricalization" in a much broader context. The

 presentation of the body and its gestures now encompasses the
 "thick descriptions" of the ethnographer, the fundamentals of
 pictorial, dramatic, and musical composition, and the gesture of
 epic theater. The ethnographer tries to "evoke" the "foreign cul-
 ture" through dialogue and the objective presentation of gesture
 rather than through hierarchical description.14

 According to Benjamin, Brechťs epic theater had a similar
 function for drama. In its attempt to depart from illusionist real-
 ism of naturalistic drama, it tried not only to erect an unreflected
 imitation, but also to present the process of producing the imita-
 tion and in so doing, to allow the content of the imitated to
 present itself critically. This is made possible by the dialectical
 gesture to which Benjamin refers in his discussion of Brecht. The
 dialectic is the thread, which spans from the mimetic to the
 semiotic along which the gesture moves. The dialectical gesture
 bypasses word and sign by returning to the body, the site of their
 production.

 Unlike contemporary theories, which see the body as com-
 plex object of multiple cultural inscriptions, the body and its parts
 had assumed a virtually "sacred" position in the first decades of
 this century. It was privileged in part because of its location out-
 side of what American anthropologist James Clifford calls the
 predicament of Western culture.

 In the storyteller essay, Walter Benjamin brings the novel
 focus on the isolated body together with the new experience of
 war. But for him the first casualty of war was experience and not
 truth. He writes:

 For experience was never so thoroughly punished by lies as
 the strategic one was by the battle from the trenches, eco-
 nomic experience by inflation, bodily experience by mechani-
 cal warfare, moral experience by those in power. A genera-
 tion that had still been driven to school by horse-drawn car-
 riages now stood under the open sky in a landscape in which
 nothing remained unchanged but the clouds, and beneath
 these clouds, in a power field of destructive currents and
 explosions, was the tiny frail human body. (GS 2.2: 439)

 Benjamin holds the continual deterioration of communicable ex-
 perience responsible for the demise of storytelling. The genera-
 tion which returned home was incapable of articulating its experi-
 ence, not only because of the overwhelming immediacy of the
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 visual and other sensuous events, but especially because it was the
 first war fought from the trenches, which contributed to the alien-
 ation effect through the implementation of new technological
 means which left the motionless body an island of calm in a mine
 field of destructive explosions. Not production but destruction
 was the new agent of alienation, which led to estrangement in
 everyday life.
 The objectifying process in which one observes one's self,

 one's body, one's behavior, one's role, or one's own culture from
 the outside, detached from its usual surroundings, is a fundamen-
 tal side-effect of the retheatricalization of the arts at the begin-
 ning of this century. Drama, of course, plays a leading role in this
 process. If the political sphere could view itself from the outside,
 there would be no need for representational theater. As long as
 this is not the case and as long as it is able to confront us with the
 dialectic between representation and the process of its produc-
 tion, then epic theater still has an important role to play (see
 Eagleton). It is this tension between the sign and its formation to
 which Benjamin refers in his concept of gesture, which counters
 purely semiotic accounts of the gesture as sign. It enables the
 reciprocal interpénétration ( Entgrenzung ) of physical and visual
 space ( Leibraum and Bildraum), for which Benjamin pleads in the
 essay on surrealism (GS 2.1: 309) .
 Benjamin's use of gesture as a means of cross-illuminating

 Brecht and Kafka allows us to disentrench this concept from the
 discussion of epic theater, and to revitalize it by transferring it to
 other areas.

 Notes

 ^irst coined by Georg Fuchs in 1909, retheatricalization referred
 to a specific tendency in the European avant-garde during the early
 decades of this century. Erika Fischer-Lichte reintroduces this concept
 in a general way without drawing the connection to gesture whose
 fetishization is a key component in the cultic element of the avant-garde.

 2For a more detailed examples of "gestural criticism," see Asman,
 Cross-Illuminations.

 3The significance of the diagonal as pretragic geometric figure of
 transgression operative in the evolution of the stage is described in
 Asman, "Theater."

 4See Benjamin's diary entry from 29 June 1938 (Versuche 129).

 5Benjamin, Gesammelte Schriften 2.2: 418. Hereafter referred to as
 GS. This and all other translations are mine.
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 6These two essays are published in Benjamin, Gesammelte Schriften
 2.2: 519-39 and the fragment from 1934 entitled "Studien zur Theorie
 des epischen Theaters," is in the notes in 2.3: 1380.

 7For an overview of the Brechtian concept of gestus , see Mueller.
 For a more extensive treatment of gesture by Benjamin, Kafka,
 Hofmannsthal and Brecht, see Asman, From Agon. See also Jäger; fur-
 ther, Nägele.

 8Cautioning against any overly confident interpretation of gesture,
 Michael Morley offers the following definition: Gestus means gesture and
 attitude ( Haltung , mien), the idea of contradiction and opposition and
 the need to find a visible and theatrically effective way of expressing
 both opposites and the unity of those opposites.

 9For a more detailed analysis of the mimetic in the Chandos letter,
 see the relevant chapter on Hofmannsthal in Asman, From Agon.

 10The term Gestus was first used by Kurt Weill in his essay, "Über
 den gestischen Charakter Musik." Here Weill claims that it is the gestic
 character of music which makes music appropriate for the represention
 of human beings in the theater because of its capacity for fixing the
 gestus and elucidating the action.

 1 Similarly, the link between these figures and some of Freud's
 work remains to be considered. I refer here in particular to Freud's
 study of the fictive account of an archaeologist's erotic fixation on the
 walk of the Pompeian "Gradiva" or his analysis of the gestural move-
 ments of Michaelangelo's marble "Moses," which gave rise to such con-
 tradictory interpretations among art historians and theologians alike.

 12These observations on differences in body movement were first
 made in Journal de Psychologie Normale et Pathologique 35e année (1935):
 271-93. James Clifford devotes considerable space to the relationship
 between surrealism and ethnography in his book, The Predicament of
 Culture 117-52.

 13As Fischer-Lichte points out, the role of the daughter was played
 by a man, as female actresses were still considered a taboo in the East.

 14Stephen Tyler's approach to the problem of writing ethnographic
 texts is to replace the concept of "representation" with the notion of
 "evocation."
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